
Draft response to consultation on VC: EIS

INTRODUCTION

The BFI is mindful that this consultation to gather evidence in order to better 
understand the impact of the recent reforms and expansions of the tax-
advantaged venture capital schemes. 

This response from the BFI highlight that there is a detrimental effect of the 
HMRC’s recent statement on EIS and co-production for film and television. 

ABOUT THE BFI

In 2011 the BFI became the lead organisation for film in the UK. It is now a 
Government arm’s-length body and distributor of Lottery funds for film.

Our mission is to ensure that film is central to our cultural life, in particular by 
supporting and nurturing the next generation of filmmakers and audiences. The 
BFI serves a public role which covers the cultural, creative and economic aspects 
of film in the UK.

It delivers this role:

 As the UK-wide organisation for film, a charity core funded by Government

 By providing Lottery and Government funds for film across the UK

 By working with partners to advance the position of film in the UK

In October 2012, the BFI published ‘Film Forever, Supporting UK Film 2012-2017’, 
which set out its strategy for the next five years, following an extensive industry 
consultation.1 It described the activities underpinning the BFI’s three strategic 
priorities:

 Expanding education and learning opportunities and boosting audience 
choice across the UK

 Supporting the future success of British film

 Unlocking film heritage for everyone in the UK to enjoy.

To that end, the BFI helps ensure that public policy supports film and, in 
particular, British film.

Founded in 1933, the BFI is a registered charity governed by Royal Charter. The 
BFI Board of Governors is chaired by Greg Dyke.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EIS TO THE UK FILM AND TELEVISION SECTOR 

The UK film and television industry plays a vital economic and cultural role. 
Culturally British films and television programmes can help reflect, explore and 
challenge our diverse history, cultural beliefs and shared values. In doing so, the 
best British films and television not only help us to reach a better shared 

1 http://www.bfi.org.uk/about-bfi/policy-strategy/film-forever
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understanding of Britain and its place in the world, but are also instrumental in 
spreading awareness and appreciation of British culture around the world. As 
such, British films and TV are an important part of our cultural heritage and a 
significant channel for the continuing expression and dissemination of British 
culture

Economically, film and television production is a huge employer and generator 
of value to the country’s GDP. A recent report published by the Department for 
Culture, Media and Sport - Creative Industries: Focus on Employment - found 
that there were 259,000 film and television jobs in the creative economy.    

It is estimated that UK film alone contributes over £4.6 billion to UK GDP and 
more than £1.3 billion to the Exchequer1 according to an independent report 
published by Oxford Economics in 2012. 

In terms of television, the estimated total revenue from the international sale of 
UK TV programmes and associated activities was £1,224m in 2012, a 4% increase 
from the previous year2. 

The Pact/UKTI Exports Report 2013 shows that co-productions offer significant 
growth potential for the industry and the UK economy in the future. Co-
productions showed the greatest percentage increase; up +60% from 2011. North 
America is both the UK’s main TV export market and that for co-productions 
also.

The sector also contributes to the British soft brand power overseas in terms of 
quality and innovation. It is a stated Government policy objective to encourage 
and expand the creative industries in the UK. In addition to the suite of tax 
reliefs that exist for production, EIS is a key element in sourcing investors and in 
making the industry competitive in a global industry. The creative industries are 
now worth over £71 billion to the UK economy; the sector experienced growth of 
almost 10% in 2012 and accounted for 1.68 million jobs that year; 5.6% of UK jobs. 

The government has built on the huge success of the Film Tax Relief by 
introducing new Creative Sector reliefs for High End Television, Animation and 
Video Games. It has also provided £16 million in addition funding to Creative 
Skillset to ensure our skills base remain the envy of the world. 

Even with the Government’s support via the Creative Sector tax reliefs, the film, 
television, animation and video games sector is still seen has high risk. Venture 
Capital Schemes further mitigate that risk by providing a significant contribution 
to the funding mix for the creative sector. In 2011/12 EIS contributed 
approximately £111 million to Film and Video production alone. This is vital 
addition funding and the continue accessibility is crucial to the long term 
success of the Creative Sector. 

In this response we limit our comments to the announcement made on 12 March 
by HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) which stated the following with regard to 
the eligibility of co-productions to access the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) 

2 Pact/ UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) TV Exports Report 2012 (2013)
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(The EIS helps to smaller higher-risk trading companies seek finance through a 
range of tax reliefs to company investors). 

The press release reads:

“In the case of co-productions each party to the production is responsible for creating a certain 
part with usually the majority producer responsible for collating these parts into a finished film or  
programme, the finance necessary to produce the individual parts being raised by each party. 

The intellectual property created in relation to the film or programme is  jointly owned by the  
parties and income from the film or programme shared between them. It is a common feature that  
the parties will divide this income in the same ratio as their input into the production, though there  
may be some exclusive territorial rights for each party. One of the parties will possibly receive in  
excess of 50% of such fees, though in the case of a co-production involving more than 2 parties this  
may not be the case. 

The proposition has been put forward (and accepted in instances in the past) that if a majority 
producer, i.e. one creating in excess of 50% of the production, receives royalties or licence fees  
then under s195 Income Tax Act (ITA) 2007 it is not conducting an excluded activity and thus  
eligible to be considered a qualifying company for EIS purposes. 

However  the  view of  HMRC is  that,  notwithstanding  that  s195 could  potentially  be  satisfied, 
consideration must firstly be given to the provisions of s183 ITA 2007. That section requires that no  
part of the qualifying trade is carried on by a person other than the company or a qualifying 90%  
subsidiary. In the case of a film or television programme there is a single product that is produced 
and that film or programme in a co-production has been produced by the activities of more than 
one party. The consequence is that the trade of a potentially EIS qualifying company is being 
conducted by another person and so this company will fail the test of s183. 

The above will apply whether the production is a qualifying co-production as defined by s1186 and  
s1216AI Corporation Tax Act 2009 (an official co-production) or an unofficial co-production. 

None of the above will affect the entitlement to Film or Television Tax Relief of qualifying co-
productions.”

EIS AND CO-PRODUCTION

The UK film industry producers an average of 250 films a year. These films are 
made using a diverse range of funding, including EIS. Whilst it would be fair to 
say that EIS provides a small part of the production funding spent in the UK, the 
independent production of film is a fragile ecosystem where one small change 
can have a significant effect on the sector. The move by HMRC to disallow EIS 
funding for films that share copyright between producers therefore has a 
disproportionate impact on the UK’s production sector.  

Why are co-productions important?

Co-production is important collectively and individually to all of the various 
parties involved in film production in the UK.  

To the Government

The UK Government prioritises relations with other countries on the basis of 
cultural partnership and trade. In the film and television sector this manifests 
itself most prominently in the government’s continuing appetite for co-
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production treaties, most recently with Brazil and China (both of which await 
ratification).   

Indeed the UK currently has ten active bi-lateral film co-production treaties, with 
Australia, Canada, France, India, Israel, Jamaica, Morocco, New Zealand, 
Occupied Palestinian Territories and South Africa. Six of the bi-lateral co-
production treaties (Canada, Israel, Palestine, Australia, New Zealand and 
France) also allow television co-production. 

The UK is also signatory to the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-
production, which aims “to promote the development of European multilateral 
cinematographic co-production, to safeguard creation and freedom of expression 
and defend the cultural diversity of the various European countries” by 
“encourag[ing] multi-lateral film co-productions between three or more 
signatory countries, and allow[ing] for bi-lateral co-productions between 
signatory countries where no bi-lateral agreement exists.”

Together the treaties aim to stimulate co-production activity by enabling 
productions to have “full enjoyment of all the benefits which are or may be 
accorded in the United
Kingdom” and the co- signatory nation(s), and, in the case of the European 
Convention, “minimis[ing] the differences and harmonis[ing] multilateral 
relations between states when they decide to co-produce a film”. 

The cultural power of film has been acknowledged by UK government and 
brought to bear in cultural diplomacy and export projects such as the GREAT 
campaign.

To the audience

Co-productions offer audiences entertainment and enjoyment. They facilitate 
and express British culture and cultural identity and diversity in the UK and 
abroad.  British films have proved to be an important means of strengthening 
intercultural dialogue, mutual understanding and knowledge across the globe. If 
audiences from the UK and around the world are not able to watch films that 
reflect their own lives and histories, and those of their neighbours, their capacity 
to be active and informed citizens will be much diminished.   

However, co-productions are not just tools of cultural communication and 
international diplomacy but also have a real economic edge to them too. In 2013 
official co-productions with an UK involvement had an aggregate spend of £54.2 
million.  

To the industry

Film is a global industry, and a film’s economic success typically depends upon 
finding an audience in multiple territories. Any film which is aimed at an 
audience beyond the UK is likely to have a relatively significant production 
budget – usually £4 million or more.  
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This level of budget can often necessitate the need to raise money from a 
number of different territories to make a film since markets such as the UK are 
too small to support the costs of most films. 

A co-production structure allows producers to access that additional funding. 
The relationship formed as part of a co-production can also help to mitigate the 
inherent risk of producing a film. 

Artistically producers are able to work across a wider slate of projects when they 
co-produce, providing a more stable business model and greater opportunity to 
generate revenue, hence building sustainability in a fragmented and 
unpredictable sector.

Finally, filmmakers often decide on grounds of taste or subject matter to locate 
part of a film overseas, and as a natural extension of this they will seek to take 
advantage of any co-production arrangements that may exist. The creation of 
and investment in international relationships assists in bringing inward 
investment into the UK film industry   

There has been no change in the legislation as part of this announcement. 
What has changed is HMRC’s interpretation of the legislation. The BFI believes 
that given the contribution that EIS makes to film and television co-productions, 
coupled with the benefits that those co-productions bring, we would ask HM 
Treasury to reconsider its recent decision and allow EIS and co-production to 
work together. 
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